Lucie & Philip Ross

January 6, 2013

Dear Dinyar,
We consider ourselves fortunate to have had the opportunity to work with Wadia Associates. Dinyar, you
have been instrumental in the amazing outcome of our project, an 80-year-old stone Tudor renovation with
lots of unique detail which was once a manor house set on 18 acres in the Hunt Club neighborhood of
Westport, CT. A very special friend, and former selectman of Greenwich, passed along your name as we
had expressed to him our dissatisfaction with another firm that had presented us with over a year’s worth of
disappointing designs.
After our initial meeting with you, our “wish list” was formulated. You incorporated our vision into
your unique design work successfully and efficiently. From the start of our project to its completion, you
always remained budget conscious by presenting practical ideas. We knew our project wasn’t extremely
large; however, you gave us confidence by taking a personal interest every step of the way. Such things as
matching new to old grout for our stonework to maintain a seamless appearance, or ensuring that carpentry
work was an exact replica of designs, seemed to be your standard, rather than a challenge. You always
shared excellent referrals with us; for that we are truly appreciative. We knew we were in capable hands
and it really and could not have happened without your personal interest, your numerous visits throughout
the building phase, and your expert advice that we always welcomed. Our design associate, Rob Lominski
worked tirelessly, and his patience and flexibility when it came to our many requirements and changes
should be commended as he always came through quickly, professionally and pleasantly.
Our boys of 11 and 13 were always thrilled to see you drive up, anxiously waiting in our driveway for your
collies to jump out of your car so they could play with them. We are proud today to have such positive and
pleasant thoughts when we look back at all that you have accomplished and how much we enjoy our home,
inside and out. Sitting poolside every summer, we know we have something to be proud of.
Fondly,

Philip & Lucie Ross

